Exam Questions 300-208

SISAS Implementing Cisco Secure Access Solutions (SISAS)
NEW QUESTION 1
- (Exam Topic 1)
What are three portals provided by PSN? (Choose three.)

A. Monitoring
B. Troubleshooting
C. Sponsor
D. Guest
E. My devices
F. Admin

Answer: CDE

NEW QUESTION 2
- (Exam Topic 1)
Which Cisco IOS IPS feature allows you to remove one or more actions from all active signatures based on the attacker and/or target address criteria, as well as the event risk rating criteria?

A. signature event action filters
B. signature event action overrides
C. signature attack severity rating
D. signature event risk rating

Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 3
- (Exam Topic 1)
Which command can check a AAA server authentication for server group Group1, user cisco, and password cisco555 on a Cisco ASA device?

A. ASA# test aaa-server authentication Group1 username cisco password cisco555
B. ASA# test aaa-server authentication group Group1 username cisco password cisco555
C. ASA# aaa-server authorization Group1 username cisco password cisco555
D. ASA# aaa-server authentication Group1 roger cisco555

Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 4
- (Exam Topic 1)
An engineer is designing a BYOD environment utilizing Cisco ISE for devices that do not support native supplicants. Which portals must the security engineer configure to accomplish this task?

A. Client Provisioning Portals
B. BYOD Portals
C. My Devices Portals
D. MDM Portals

Answer: C

NEW QUESTION 5
- (Exam Topic 1)
In a basic ACS deployment consisting of two servers, for which three tasks is the primary server responsible? (Choose three.)

A. configuration
B. authentication
C. sensing
D. policy requirements
E. monitoring
F. repudiation

Answer: ABD

NEW QUESTION 6
- (Exam Topic 1)
Refer to the exhibit.
Which ISE flow mode does this diagram represent?

A. Closed mode   
B. Monitor mode   
C. Application mode   
D. Low-impact mode   

**Answer:** B

**NEW QUESTION 7**
- (Exam Topic 1)
Which two authentication stores are supported to design a wireless network using PEAP EAP-MSCHAPv2 as the authentication method? (Choose two.)

A. Microsoft Active Directory   
B. ACS   
C. LDAP   
D. RSA Secure-ID   
E. Certificate Server   

**Answer:** AB

**NEW QUESTION 8**
- (Exam Topic 1)
Which command enables static PAT for TCP port 25?

A. nat (outside,inside) static 209.165.201.3 209.165.201.226 eq smtp   
B. nat static 209.165.201.3 eq smtp   
C. nat (inside,outside) static 209.165.201.3 service tcp smtp smtp   
D. static (inside,outside) 209.165.201.3 209.165.201.226 netmask 255.255.255.255   

**Answer:** C

**NEW QUESTION 9**
- (Exam Topic 1)
Which type of probe is required when using a Cisco IOS Sensor-enabled network switch?

A. network scan probe   
B. HTTP probe   
C. RADIUS probe   
D. NetFlow probe   

**Answer:** D
NEW QUESTION 10
- (Exam Topic 2)
You are troubleshooting wired 802.1X authentications and see the following error: “Authentication failed: 22040 Wrong password or invalid shared secret.” What should you inspect to determine the problem?

A. RADIUS shared secret
B. Active Directory shared secret
C. Identity source sequence
D. TACACS+ shared secret
E. Certificate authentication profile

Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 11
- (Exam Topic 2)
Which configuration must you perform on a switch to deploy Cisco ISE in low-impact mode?

A. Configure an ingress port ACL on the switchport.
B. Configure DHCP snooping globally.
C. Configure IP-device tracking.
D. Configure BPDU filtering.

Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 12
- (Exam Topic 2)
Which network access device feature can you configure to gather raw endpoint data?

A. Device Sensor
B. Device Classifier
C. Switched Port Analyzer
D. Trust Anchor

Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 13
- (Exam Topic 2)
Where would a Cisco ISE administrator define a named ACL to use in an authorization policy?

A. In the conditions of an authorization rule.
B. In the attributes of an authorization rule.
C. In the permissions of an authorization rule.
D. In an authorization profile associated with an authorization rule.

Answer: D

NEW QUESTION 14
- (Exam Topic 2)
Which three host modes support MACsec? (Choose three.)

A. multidomain authentication host mode
B. multihost mode
C. multi-MAC host mode
D. single-host mode
E. dual-host mode
F. multi-auth host mode

Answer: ABD

NEW QUESTION 15
- (Exam Topic 2)
You are configuring SGA on a network device that is unable to perform SGT tagging. How can the device propagate SGT information?

A. The device can use SXP to pass IP-address-to-SGT mappings to a TrustSec-capable hardware peer.
B. The device can use SXP to pass MAC-address-to-STG mappings to a TrustSec-capable hardware peer.
C. The device can use SXP to pass MAC-address-to-IP mappings to a TrustSec-capable hardware peer.
D. The device can propagate SGT information in an encapsulated security payload.
E. The device can use a GRE tunnel to pass the SGT information to a TrustSec-capable hardware peer.

Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 16
- (Exam Topic 3)
An engineer is investigating an issue with their Posture Run-time Services implementation. Which protocol services are used by NAC Agents to communicate with NAC Servers?

A. SWISS
NEW QUESTION 17
- (Exam Topic 3)
Which description of the use of low-impact mode in a Cisco ISE deployment is correct?

A. It continues to use the authentication open capabilities of the switch port, which allows traffic to enter the switch before an authentication result.
B. Low-impact mode must be the final phase in deploying Cisco ISE into a network environment using the phased approach.
C. The port does not allow any traffic before the authentication (except for EAP, Cisco Discovery Protocol, and LLDP), and then the port is assigned to specific authorization results after the authentication.
D. It enables authentication (with authentication open), sees exactly which devices fail and which succeed, and corrects the failed authentications before they cause any problems.

Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 18
- (Exam Topic 3)
Which 2 options are functional components of the posture service?

A. Quarantined policy
B. Posture policy
C. Client provisioning
D. Network provisioning

Answer: BC

NEW QUESTION 19
- (Exam Topic 3)
SGT assignment when authentication is not available or SGT method for non authenticating devices? Answer:
dynamic

A. Mastered
B. Not Mastered

Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 20
- (Exam Topic 3)
What is the function of the SGACL policy matrix on a Cisco TrustSec domain with SGT Assignment?

A. It determines which access policy to apply to the endpoint.
B. It determines which switches are trusted within the TrustSec domain.
C. It determines the path the SGT of the packet takes when entering the Cisco TrustSec domain.
D. It lists all servers that are permitted to participate in the TrustSec domain.
E. It lists all hosts that are permitted to participate in the TrustSec domain.

Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 21
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